
6 slaapkamer Villa Te koop in Benahavis, Málaga

Introducing a grand project nestled within the prestigious Marbella Club Golf Resort in Benahavis – a luxurious family
villa meticulously designed for those seeking the epitome of refined living. This extraordinary residence is conceived
across three above-ground levels, offering an unrivaled blend of state-of-the-art design and architectural excellence.

Elevated above the mesmerizing Mediterranean coast and the picturesque hills, this luxury home commands
spectacular panoramic views that captivate the senses. Its distinctive double-story open height design, adorned with
XXL window features, infuses the interiors with natural light, illuminating the grand interior layout and mezzanine
gallery throughout the day.

Step into the outer living area on the main level, where a superb terrace awaits, stretching the entire length of the
structure and boasting integrated water features. This outdoor oasis provides the perfect backdrop for al fresco
dining, relaxation, and entertainment. Revel in the covered outdoor kitchen, lounge, dining area, and a magnificent
large infinity pool, creating an idyllic setting for hosting unforgettable gatherings.

Indulge in the luxurious amenities this villa offers, including an 8-car garage, a superb indoor pool, a fully-equipped
gym, and a spa area. Outside, the impressive grounds feature a meticulously landscaped garden, enhancing the
property's charm and providing a tranquil sanctuary amidst nature.

In summary, this exceptional family villa in Marbella Club Golf Resort embodies the essence of luxury living, offering a
harmonious blend of sophistication, comfort, and unparalleled beauty. Whether as a second residence or a
permanent retreat, this property presents a rare opportunity to experience the ultimate in refined living.

Seize the opportunity to make this exquisite villa your own and embrace the lifestyle you've always dreamed of.
Contact us today to schedule a private viewing and discover the extraordinary allure of this prestigious residence.
  6 slaapkamers   6 badkamers   1.200m² Bouwgrootte
  4.000m² Perceelgrootte   Zwembad   a estrenar
  aire acondicionado   alto standing   armarios empotrados
  azotea   barbacoa   bodega
  calefacción central   calefacción individual   cocina americana
  cocina amueblada   cocina equipada   condominio
  dormitorio de servicio   edificio con garaje   exterior
  gimnasio   jardín   lavadero

13.250.000€
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